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Symmetry lowering at the structural phase transitions in NpO2 and UO2
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The structural phase transitions with electric-quadrupole long-range order in NpO2 (Fm3̄m→Pn3̄m) and

UO2 (Fm3̄m→Pa3̄) are analyzed from a group theoretical point of view. In both cases, the symmetry
lowering involves three quadrupolar components belonging to the irreducible representationT2g (G5) of Oh

and condensing in a triple-qW structure at theX point of the Brillouin zone. ThePa3̄ structure is close toPn3̄m,

but allows for oxygen displacements. ThePa3̄ ordering leads to an effective electrostatic attraction between

electronic quadrupoles while thePn3̄m ordering results in a repulsion between them. It is concluded that the

Pn3̄m structure can be stabilized only through some additional process such as strengthening of the chemical

bonding between Np and O. We also derive the relevant structure-factor amplitudes forPn3̄m andPa3̄, and
the effect of domains on resonant x-ray scattering experiments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.054112 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Kb, 71.70.Ch, 75.10.Dg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery by specific-heat measurements h
century ago1 of a phase transition in NpO2 at a temperature
To525.5 K, the nature of this transition in relation wit
magnetic and structural properties has represented a
lenge for theory and experiment.2,3 Both NpO2 and its neigh-
bor UO2 ~Ref. 4,5! in the actinide series have crystallin
phases with cubic fluorite (CaF2) structure at temperaturesT
aboveTo andTN , respectively. The temperature dependen
of the magnetic susceptibility in both compounds aboveTo

andTN is suggestive for a Ne´el transition to an antiferromag
netic state.6,4 However, while it was found that UO2 orders in
a transverse triple-qW antiferromagnetic structure atTN
530.8 K with 1.74mB /U atom,4 no such magnetic order wa
detected7,3 for NpO2 at To .

The structural properties of UO2 and NpO2 are also dif-
ferent. From neutron-diffraction experiments,8 we know that
the phase transition in UO2 is accompanied by an interna
distortion of the oxygen cube that surrounds the U cati
while the external cubic structure of uranium ions surviv
the transition. The picture of oxygen displacements is a co
plex triple-qW structure, which fits thePa3̄ space symmetry. It
is characterized by magnetic moments and oxygen displ
ments along the four̂111& directions.

On the other hand, no evidence for an internal or exter
crystallographic distortion in NpO2 has been found by syn
chrotron experiments.9 Thus, the phase transition in NpO2
appears to be isostructural like theg-a phase transition in
elemental cerium10,11 (Tc;100 K) or the isostructural ex
pansion in YbInCu4 at Tc542 K.12 It is worth mentioning
that in all these compounds, the phase transition is accom
nied by a loss of magnetic moments in the ordered phas

To describe the disappearance of magnetic moment
Np atT,To , Santini and Amoretti put forward the idea of
magnetic octupole order parameter,13 which on one hand, is
not invariant under time-reversal symmetry and, on the ot
hand, is different from the magnetic dipolar order parame
which brings about the ordinary magnetic ordering. The id
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054112~7!/$20.00 68 0541
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of breaking down of Kramers’ degeneracy by the magne
octupole seems to be the only solution in the framework
the 5f 3 model.3,13

An important progress in elucidating the puzzling natu
of the phase transition in NpO2 was provided by recent reso
nant x-ray scattering~RXS! experiments14 at the NpMIV and
MV absorption edges. While earlier RXS experiments9 were

interpreted in terms of an unusual triple-qW magnetic struc-
ture, it later became clear by polarization analysis of
diffraction radiation that the superlattice peaks in NpO2 are
not magnetic but signal the occurrence of electric quadrup

long-range order with space-group symmetryPn3̄m below
To . It was pointed out in Ref. 13 that quadrupolar ord
alone is not sufficient as it cannot explain the absence o
disordered magnetic moment and the breaking of invaria
under time-reversal. The breaking of time reversal symme
below To is demonstrated by muon spin-relaxatio
experiments.15 Hence, the authors of Ref. 14 infer the exi
tence of an octupolar magnetic order parameter13 ~OP! which
transforms as the irreducible representationG5 (T2u) of Oh .
It is suggested14 that this octupolar OP induces the observ
triple-qW structure ofG5 (T2g) quadrupoles as secondary O
We observe that the relation between electric quadrup
order and accompanying structural phase transitions with
tice deformations and change of magnetic properties i
problem of current research. In particular, it has be
suggested16 that theg-a transition10 in Ce is driven by elec-
tric quadrupolar ordering withPa3̄ symmetry. The experi-
mental verification of this hypothesis is still open.

In the present paper, we will investigate from a gro
theoretical point of view the electric quadrupole-quadrup
interactions on a fcc lattice. We will discuss the order para
eter and condensation schemes that lead to thePa3̄ and
Pn3̄m structures, and study the corresponding quadrup
interaction energies. Since the space groupsPa3̄ andPn3̄m
are variants of triple-qW X ordering and since both symmetrie
are very similar, we will give a detailed discussion of th
corresponding RXS scattering laws and domain structure
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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II. STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS
AND SYMMETRY LOWERING

The crystal structure in the high-T phases (T.To andT

.TN , respectively! has the cubic space groupFm3̄m and
the site point group isOh . The electron-density distribution
of Np or U ions on the face-centered-cubic lattice has
cubic symmetry. Deviations from spherical symmetry are
scribed by the cubic harmonicsKl(V), V5(Q,f), l
54,6, . . . .@HereV stands for the polar angles (Q,f).# The
cubic harmonics have the unit symmetry (A1g) of Oh . There
is no contribution from quadrupolar functionsYl 52

a , where
a5(m,c) or (m,s):

Yl
(m,c)~V!5

1

A2
@Yl

m~V!1Yl
2m~V!#, ~2.1a!

Yl
(m,s)~V!52

i

A2
@Yl

m~V!2Yl
2m~V!#. ~2.1b!

Here and in the following, we work with real spherical ha
monics and convention of Ref. 17. On the other hand,
symmetry lowering Fm3̄m→Pa3̄ for UO2 at TN and
Fm3̄m→Pn3̄m for NpO2 at To is characterized by the ap
pearance of triple-qW antiferroquadrupolar order in the ele
tronic density distribution at the actinide sites on the
lattice.

In real space, both space groupsPa3̄ ~No. 224, Ref. 18!
and Pn3̄m ~No. 205, Ref. 18! are characterized by the dis
tribution of quadrupoles with specific orientations over fo
different sublattices with simple cubic structure. We lab
these sublattices which contain the sites~0,0,0!
(a/2)(0,1,1), (a/2)(1,0,1), and (a/2)(1,1,0) by $nW p%,
p51 –4, respectively. The most significant feature of t
ordered phases is the existence of only one threefold ax
symmetryC3 at each actinide site which is also a cube dia
onal. The only quadrupole function compatible with the sy
metry lowering isY2

0(V8) in the coordinate system wher
the z8 axis coincides with one of the threefold axes~cube
diagonals!: @111#, @21,21,1#, @1,21,21#, and @21,1,
21#. Consequently, there are four such functions which
given by

Sa~V!5
1

A3
@Y2

1s~V!1Y2
1c~V!1Y2

2s~V!#, ~2.2a!

Sb~V!5
1

A3
@2Y2

1s~V!2Y2
1c~V!1Y2

2s~V!#, ~2.2b!

Sc~V!5
1

A3
@Y2

1s~V!2Y2
1c~V!2Y2

2s~V!#, ~2.2c!

Sd~V!5
1

A3
@2Y2

1s~V!1Y2
1c~V!2Y2

2s~V!# ~2.2d!
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in the crystal fixed Cartesian system of axes. The spher
harmonicsY2

1s , Y2
1c , Y2

2s belong to a three-dimensional irre
ducible representationT2g of Oh . They are proportional to
the Cartesian componentsyz, zx, andxy. We now distribute
the four orientational functionsSa2Sd among the distinct
sublattices$nW p%, p51 –4. Keeping the threefold rotatio
symmetry about the@111# axis andSa for the first sublattice,
we distinguish only three different choices here. The firs
when ~i! Sb corresponds to$nW 4%, Sc2$nW 2%, andSd2$nW 3%.
This gives thePn3̄m structure, Fig. 1 left panel. The nep
tunium site symmetry isD3d . Another assignment is~ii ! Sb

2$nW 2%, Sc2$nW 3%, andSd2$nW 4%. This scheme correspond
to the Pa3̄ structure as shown in Fig. 1, right panel. Th
third choice is~iii ! Sb2$nW 3%, Sc2$nW 4%, andSd2$nW 2%. This
is simply another variant~or domain! of the Pa3̄ structure.
The uranium site symmetry isS65C33 i .

From the mathematical point of view, we are analyzi
the symmetry lowering and the condensation schemes a
X point of the Brillouin zone~BZ! of the fcc lattice, which
involves the density components of theT2g symmetry. In
both cases (Pn3̄m and Pa3̄), the triple-qW mode which
drives the structural phase transition belongs to theX point
of BZ * qW X, and involves the three arms of the latte
qW x

X5(2p/a)(1,0,0), qW y
X5(2p/a)(0,1,0), and qW z

X5(2p/
a)(0,0,1). To describe the three quadrupolar compone
S15Y2

1s , S25Y2
1c , S35Y2

2s at sitenW , we introduce the func-

tions Si(nW )( i 51 –3) and consider their Fourier transforms

Si~qW !5
1

AN
(

nW
eiqW •XW (nW )Si~nW !, ~2.3!

where the position vectorXW runs overN sites of the face-
centered-cubic neptunium lattice. The little group of* qW X is
D4h (4/mmm). At qW x

X the functionsS2 andS3 belong to the

FIG. 1. Pn3̄m (NpO2) andPa3̄ (UO2) quadrupolar orderings

Both structures have the commonS6 ~or 3̄) local site symmetry and
belong to the rhombohedral~trigonal! system. They differ in the
way the threefold axes and quadrupoles are distributed over

sublattices$np%, p51 –4 ~see text for details!. ThePn3̄m structure
possesses three mirror planes one of which~m! is shown explicitly.

The Pa3̄ symmetry corresponds to domain I.
2-2
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Eg small representation, while the functionS1 belongs to the
B2g small representation. Consequently, we distinguish
different irreducible representations of the space gro
Fm3̄m. The first one,X5

1 in notations of Stokes and Hatch,19

comprises six orientational functions, with two functio
from every arm of* qW X. The functions areS2(qW x

X), S3(qW x
X);

S1(qW y
X), S3(qW y

X); S1(qW z
X), and S2(qW z

X). The second irreduc
ible representationX4

1 has only three components, with on

function from each arm of* qW X, namely,S1(qW x
X), S2(qW y

X),

andS3(qW z
X). For the symmetry lowering to thePa3̄ structure

we obtain the following condensation scheme:

Fm3̄m:X5
1~^S3~qW x

X!&5^S1~qW y
X!&5^S2~qW z

X!&5r1ANÞ0,

^S2~qW x
X!&5^S3~qW y

X!&5^S1~qW z
X!&50)

→Pa3̄~Z54! domain I. ~2.4!

Here ^ . . . & stands for a quantum and thermal average
r1 is the order-parameter amplitude. This condensa
scheme corresponds to a domain shown in Fig. 1, and t
are eight possible domains ofPa3̄. In particular, there is a
domain ~iii ! which we have already considered before (Sa

2$nW 1%, Sb2$nW 3%, Sc2$nW 4%, andSd2$nW 2%) when we ana-
lyzed the variants of distribution ofSa–Sd over four sublat-
tices. This domain is obtained as a result of the followi
symmetry breaking:

Fm3̄m:X5
1~^S3~qW x

X!&5^S1~qW y
X!&5^S2~qW z

X!&50,

^S2~qW x
X!&5^S3~qW y

X!&5^S1~qW z
X!&5r1ANÞ0)

→Pa3̄ ~Z54! domain II. ~2.5!

TheX5
1 active representation is defined by the star$kW10% and

the loaded two-dimensional representationt̂9 in Kovalev’s
notation.20

The symmetry lowering for thePn3̄m structure is de-
scribed by

Fm3̄m:X4
1~^S1~qW x

X!&5^S2~qW y
X!&5^S3~qW z

X!&5r2ANÞ0!

→Pn3̄m ~Z54!. ~2.6!

Here againr2 is the order-parameter amplitude. TheX4
1 ac-

tive representation corresponds to the irreducible star$kW10%
and the loaded one-dimensional representationt̂7 in Kova-
lev’s notation.20 There are four domains for thePn3̄m struc-
ture.

Although the two structures look similar there are tw
very important differences between them. First, as we h
mentioned earlier, thePa3̄ structure allows for displace
ments of the oxygen sublattice, which can be understood
simple way. Each uranium quadrupole ofPa3̄ can be
grouped with the two neighboring oxygen atoms lying on
correspondent main cube diagonal. For example, for the
nium atom at (0,0,0)~sublatticen1 and the quadrupole align
05411
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ment along thê 111& direction!, these are oxygen atoms a
6a(1/4,1/4,1/4). In the low-temperature phase two oxyg
atoms move towards the central uranium atom, as show
Fig. 2. The same applies to three other sublattices of u
nium. In NpO2 such displacements are not possible. As f
lows from Fig. 1 for thePn3̄m structure, four threefold axe
of neighboring neptunium quadrupoles are intersected at
point, which isa(1/4,1/4,1/4). A shift of oxygen from this
position along one of the main diagonals~say,^111&) would
destroy the threefold axial symmetry of other neighbors.

Second, as we will show now, thePa3̄ order corresponds
to an effective attraction among the quadrupoles on the
lattice while thePn3̄m order results in a repulsion amon
them. We calculate the direct bilinear electronic quadrupo
quadrupole interaction on a fcc lattice.

We consider the quadrupolar componentsSi of T2g sym-
metry (i 51 –3) at sitenW 50[(0,0,0)(nW P$n1%). There are
12 nearest neighbors ofnW belonging to three different sub
lattices$np%, p52 –4. The interactions between three com
ponentsSi centered atnW 50 and those (Sj ) located at four
nearest neighbors (nW 851 –4) of the second sublattice (nW 8
P$n2%) are given in Table I.

The matrixSi8(nW )2Sj8(nW 8) for the fourth sublattice$n4%
is given by the same table provided that the cyclic permu
tion S1→S38 , S2→S18 , S3→S28 is performed. Here we labe

four nearest neighborsnW 855 –8 of nW as 5[a(1/2,1/2,0), 6

FIG. 2. Oxygen displacements of UO2 in the Pa3̄ structure.

TABLE I. The matrix of interactionSi(nW )2Sj (nW 8) between
three quadrupolar components ofT2g symmetry, S15Y2

1s , S2

5Y2
1c , S35Y2

2s . Si are centered atnW 5(0,0,0),Sj at four neighbors

nW 8 of the second sublattice$n2%.

nW 8 Coord. (i , j )5 (1,1) ~2,2! ~3,3! ~1,2! ~1,3! ~2,3!

1 a(0,1
2 , 1

2 ) g a a 0 0 b

2 a(0,2 1
2 , 1

2 ) g a a 0 0 2b

3 a(0,2 1
2 ,2 1

2 ) g a a 0 0 b

4 a(0,1
2 ,2 1

2 ) g a a 0 0 2b
2-3
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[a(21/2,1/2,0), 7[a(21/2,21/2,0), and 8[a(1/2,
21/2,0). The matrixSi9(nW )2Sj9(nW 8) for the third sublattice
$n3% is obtained from Table I by replacingS1→S29 , S2

→S39 , S3→S19 . Here nW 8 runs over the sites 9
[a(1/2,0,1/2), 10[a(21/2,0,1/2), 11[a(21/2,0,21/2),
and 12[a(1/2,0,21/2).

In real space the interaction potential of quadrupoles
fcc lattice sites is given by

VRR5
1

2 (
n

(
n8

Ji j ~nW ,nW 8!Si~nW !Sj~nW 8!, ~2.7a!

where the elements of the interaction matrixJ(nW ,nW 8) follow
from Table I and corresponding permutations.~The super-
th
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em

e

c
ol

c

on

s
a
s
m
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n

script R in VRR stands for rotation, since the interaction d
pends on the instantaneous orientation of the quadrupole
analogy with the theory of molecular crystals we call th
interaction a rotation-rotation interaction.! It is most conve-
nient to write the quadrupolar interaction potential in Four
space as

VRR5
1

2 (
qW

Ji j ~qW !Si~qW !Sj~2qW !. ~2.7b!

The interaction matrix is then given by
J~qW !54F gCyz1a~Czx1Cxy! 2bSxy 2bSzx

2bSxy gCzx1a~Cxy1Cyz! 2bSyz

2bSzx 2bSyz gCxy1a~Cyz1Czx!
G , ~2.8!
mes
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where Ci j 5cos(qia/2)cos(qja/2) and Si j 5sin(qia/

2)sin(qja/2). The matrixJ(qW ) becomes diagonal at theX

point of the Brillouin zone. ForqW 5qW x
X , we haveJ11(qW x

X)

54(g22a), J22(qW x
X)5J33(qW x

X)524g. We observe thatg
.0, a,0, independent of the lattice constanta. From the

condensation scheme~2.4! for the Pa3̄ structure, we then
obtain that the interaction is maximum and attractive for

condensation ofS3(qW x
X). Similarly, J11(qW y

X)524g and

J22(qW z
X)524g imply the condensation ofS1(qW y

X) and

S2(qW z
X), respectively. We conclude that the direct quadru

lar interaction on a fcc lattice stabilizes thePa3̄ structure.
On the other hand, starting from the condensation sch
~2.6! of the Pn3̄m structure, we findJ11(qW x

X)5J22(qW y
X)

5J33(qW z
X)54(g22a).0, which is repulsive. Hence, th

Pn3̄m structure cannot be stabilized solely by the dire
electric quadrupole interaction. The fact that the quadrup
interaction is attractive for thePa3̄ structure~and repulsive
for Pn3̄m) is the reason whyPa3̄ ~and notPn3̄m) is found
in many molecular solids with quadrupolar interactions su
as H2 ~Ref. 21!, N2 ~Ref. 22!, NaO2 ~Ref. 23!.

In fact, on a fcc lattice, the structure of the interacti
matrix ~2.8! and the condensation scheme~2.4! is not re-
stricted to quadrupolar (l 52) interactions, but applies to
order-parameter variables of evenl multipoles that transform
as the three components of an irreducible representationT2g
of the cubic point groupOh . The most prominent example i
solid C60,24,25 where the orientationally ordered phase h
Pa3̄ structure. Here the icosahedral symmetry imposel
56,10, . . . , and theexpressions of the condensation sche
and of the multipolar interactions are of forms~2.4! and
~2.8!, respectively.26
e
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t
ar
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e

From the above discussion of the condensation sche
and interactions, we conclude that in order to explain
Pn3̄m structure of NpO2 one should resort to indirect oxy
gen mediated~superexchange27! interactions between Np
electric quadrupoles.

This conclusion is further supported by a calculation
the coupling of the quadrupoles to phonons. By studying
interaction of quadrupoles on a deformable lattice, we fou
that the direct electric quadrupole-quadrupole interaction
NpO2 leads to an expansion of the cubic lattice, which is
contradiction with the experiment. Hence, we conclude
agreement with Refs. 13 and 14 that the direct quadrup
quadrupole interaction is not the driving mechanism for
Pn3̄m structure and the oxygen-mediated interactions
important for this compound.

III. RXS AND DOMAIN STRUCTURE

Now we will study how thePn3̄m and Pa3̄ structures
manifest themselves in resonant x-ray scatter
experiments.28,14The tensor of scattering on the quadrupo
density of a neptunium atom in a cubic lattice is giv
by29–31

f̂ n5 f̃S 0 r1 r2

r1 0 r3

r2 r3 0
D , ~3.1!

wherer i561. We have the following correspondence30,31

between the functionsSn , Eqs.~2.2a!–~2.2d!, and the scat-
tering tensors: the functionSa corresponds tof̂ a , wherer1

5r25r351, the functionSb to f̂ b with r151, r25r3

521; the functionSc to f̂ c with r15r2521, r351; and
2-4
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Sd to f̂ d with r15r3521, r251. The scattering tenso
structure amplitude is found as

F~h,k,l !5 (
n51

N

f̂ neiKW •XW (n), ~3.2!

whereKW 5(2p/a)(h,k,l ) stands for the vectors of the recip
rocal lattice anda is the cubic lattice constant. In performin
the summation in Eq.~3.2! we distinguish four contributions
from four sublattices$np%, p51 –4. We are mainly inter-
ested in superstructure Bragg reflections. We obtain t
that, in general,

F~h,k,l !5F̃M, ~3.3!

whereF̃5 f̃ N and the matrixM is eitherA, B, or C:

A5S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0
D , B5S 0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0
D ,

~3.4!

C5S 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
D .

In Table II we quote which of the matrices (A,B,C) occurs
for every particular case of (h,k,l ) for the Pn3̄m and Pa3̄
structures. We recall that the conditions18 for the isotropic
scattering on the fcc lattice of Np~from the spherically sym-
metric densities! are h1k,k1 l 52n, which corresponds to
two first lines of Table II.

Finally, we consider the polarization dependencies
resonant x-ray scattering experiments. We assume th
crystal has a flat~001! surface and the azimuthal anglec is
counted from thex axis defined byeW x5(1,0,0).14 The
incident beam direction is given by (2cosQ cosc,
2cosQ sinc, 2sinQ), and the scattered beam direction
(2cosQ cosc, 2cosQ sinc, sinQ). We introduce the stan

TABLE II. TensorF(h,k,l )5F̃M for the superstructure Brag
reflections on quadrupolar densities of Np.M5A,B or C, Eq.

~3.4!, I ~ii ! and II ~iii ! refer to two domains of thePa3̄ structure
described in the text, 0 is the zero matrix.

Bragg reflection Pn3̄m Pa3̄
h,k,l : ~i! I ~ii ! II ~iii !

h,k,l 52n 0 0 0
h,k,l 52n11 0 0 0
h52n11, k,l 52n A C B
k52n11, h,l 52n B A C
l 52n11, h,k52n C B A
h,k52n11, l 52n C B A
h,l 52n11, k52n B A C
k,l 52n11, h52n A C B
05411
n

r
a

dard polarization vectorseW i( i 51 –3) parallel (pW i , pW f) or
perpendicular (sW ) to the scattered plane,

sW 5~2sinc,cosc,0!, ~3.5a!

pW i5~2sinQ cosc,2sinQ sinc,cosQ!, ~3.5b!

pW f5~sinQ cosc,sinQ sinc,cosQ!. ~3.5c!

A structure-factor amplitudeF(h,k,l ) is found as29–31

Fp→p8~h,k,l !5F̃eW p8
T MeW p , ~3.6!

whereT stands for transpose andp→p8 denotes one of the
four polarization channels,s→s, s→p f , p i→s, andp i
→p f . The structure-factor amplitudes for the three ca
(M5A,B,C) are quoted in Table III. The correspondin
intensities of the superstructure Bragg reflections are fo
as I p→p8(h,k,l )5uFp→p8(h,k,l )u2.

From Tables II and III one can easily obtain all necess
dependencies for intensities of different polarizations. F
example, the intensity of the (003) reflection ofPn3̄m is
exactly the same as the intensity of the same polarizatio
the (300) reflection of domain I~ii ! of Pa3̄, and the inten-
sity of the (030) reflection of domain II~iii ! of Pa3̄. Fur-
thermore, the (013) reflection of domain I~ii !, and the (103)
reflection of domain II~iii ! of Pa3̄ also have the same in
tensity, and so on. Since both symmetries are very sim
we believe that special care should be taken to discrimin
between thePn3̄m andPa3̄ structures.

Tables II and III are also useful in considering the cont
butions from the domains of the same group. If the dom
sizes are larger than the coherence length of the x rays,
the effect of domains is reduced to averaging over the co
sponding intensities, which is a trivial task. However, t
tendency in recent synchrotron experiments is towards m
perfect and collimated beams and larger coherence leng
This implies, especially for the relatively soft x rays at th
actinideM edges, that the average should be taken over
plitudes rather than intensities.32 Our analysis below is given
for such a case of coherent scattering on the crystal doma

We start with thePn3̄m structure. The four domains dif
fer by the orientation of theY2

0(V8) quadrupolar function at

nW 50. This function may be chosen to align along four ma
cube diagonals, which are connected with each other thro
rotations byp/2 about thez axis. Hence, all four domains ar
obtained from the first~i! by applying three consecutive ro

TABLE III. The structure-factor amplitudesFp→p8(h,k,l )/F̃ for
four polarization channels of RXS and the matricesA, B, andC.

p→p8 A B C

s→s 0 0 2sin(2c)
s→p f cosQ cosc 2cosQ sinc cos(2c)sinQ

p i→s cosQ cosc 2cosQ sinc 2cos(2c)sinQ

p i→p f 0 0 sin(2c)sin2Q
2-5
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tations byp/2 about thez axis. The effect of the domains i
RXS experiments is equivalent to a superposition of fo
structure amplitudes, Table III, with anglesc, c1p/2, c
1p, and c13p/2. We label these domains by indice
d1 –d4, and introduce their populationsPd1–Pd4. The
population of a domaind is defined asPd5Nd /N, whereNd
is the total number of neptunium atoms in the domain. Th
we obtain from Eq.~3.6! that the structure amplitude for th
s→s and s→p f channels of the (003) reflection is give
by

Fs→s~003!52F̃ P̃ sin~2c!, ~3.7a!

Fs→p f
~003!5F̃ P̃ cos~2c!sinQ, ~3.7b!

where

P̃5~Pd12Pd21Pd32Pd4!. ~3.7c!

If Pd11Pd35Pd21Pd4 , P̃50 and the (003) Bragg reflec
tion is suppressed. Otherwise, thec andQ dependencies in
Eqs. ~3.7a! and ~3.7b! are exactly the same as for a sing
domain, Tables II, III. For the (300) reflection ofPn3̄m one
obtains that

Fs→p f
~300!5F̃P8 cosQ cos~c1c0!, ~3.8a!

where

c05arccos~@Pd12Pd3#/P8!, ~3.8b!

P85A@Pd12Pd3#21@Pd22Pd4#2. ~3.8c!

Comparing this result with the expression for a single d
main, we observe that the main effect is the phase shiftc0
given by Eq.~3.8b!. The condition for suppression of th
reflection isPd15Pd3 and Pd25Pd4. The polarization de-
pendencies of the other reflections ofPn3̄m can be figured
out analogously.

There are eight domains ofPa3̄ structure. Earlier we
have already considered the two basic variants ofPa3̄: I ~ii !
and II ~iii !. The others are obtained by rotating these t
variants by the anglesp/2, p, and 3p/2 about thez axis.
Applying the rotations to I and II, we arrive at two series. W
label the population of the series of domains by the indi
Pd1

I –Pd4
I , andPd1

II –Pd4
II , respectively. The two series resu

in two distinct scattering matrices, for example, for (00
they areB andA, for (300) C andB, etc., see Table II. The
domain pattern produces a superposition of eight terms~am-
plitudes!. Each term corresponds to one of the two matric
and to one of the four azimuthal angles:c, c1p/2, c
1p, andc13p/2. The relevant expressions are obtained
the same way which we have used to derive Eqs.~3.7a!–
~3.7c! and ~3.8a!–~3.8c!. For example,

Fs→p f
~003!50, ~3.9a!
05411
r

n

-

o

s

s

n

Fs→p f
~003!5F̃ cosQ~2P8 Isin~c1c0

I !

1P8 II cos„c1c0
II !…, ~3.9b!

The latter expression can be transformed to a shifted sin
cos- like functions, i.e.,Fs→p f

(003);cosQ sin(c1c08),

wherec08 is a phase shift depending on the domain pattern

Pa3̄. P8 I , P8 II , andc0
I , c0

II are given by Eqs.~3.8c! and
~3.8b!, wherePdi ( i 51 –4) are replaced byPdi

I or Pdi
II . For

the (300) reflection ofPa3̄, we find

Fs→s~300!52F̃ P̃I sin~2c!, ~3.10a!

Fs→p f
~300!5F̃ P̃Icos~2c!sinQ2F̃P8 II sin~c1c0

II !cosQ.
~3.10b!

Here, againP̃I is given by Eq.~3.7c! for Pdi
I , i 51 –4. As

before, the superstructure Bragg reflections are suppress
the case of equal population of eight domains in the crys

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In resonant x-ray scattering experiments the transition
the ordered phase atTo525.5 K in NpO2 manifests itself by
the appearance of superstructure Bragg reflections@such as
~003! and others#, which are not compatible with theFm3̄m
structure of the disordered phase.9,14 Paixão et al.,14 ascribed
the symmetry of the ordered phase to thePn3̄m space group
~No. 224, Ref. 18!. In this work we have derived the sym
metry lowering scheme for the phase transition, Eq.~2.6!.
The active mode isX4

1 in notations of Stokes and Hatch19

and t̂7 in Kovalev’s notation.20 It involves three quadrupola
components of the cubicT2g ~or G5) symmetry. At low tem-
peratures, the space symmetry is again cubic but there
four different sublattices which are characterized by four d
ferent orientations of the neptunium electronic quadrupo
Fig. 1.

BesidesPn3̄m, we discuss also the space groupPa3̄
~No. 205, Ref. 18!, which is another variant of the triple-qW X

quadrupole ordering. This structure is realized for urani
quadrupoles of UO2. Pn3̄m andPa3̄ are close symmetries
They imply condensations of different modes (X4

1 andX5
1 ,

Ref. 19! at the sameX2point of the Brillouin zone and
differ in the way the threefold axes of symmetry are distr
uted over variouŝ111& directions, Fig. 1. In both cases th
actinide site symmetry at lowT is rhombohedral~trigonal!.
We have shown that the two structures are different w
respect to the direct bilinear quadrupole-quadrupole inte
tions. ThePa3̄ structure leads to an attraction between t
quadrupoles, while thePn3̄m symmetry implies a repulsion
We then conclude that the direct bilinear quadrupo
quadrupole interaction is not the leading one and that
oxygen mediated interactions play an important role in th
dioxides. This oxygen mediated interaction results in diff
ent space symmetries and condensation schemes for N2
and UO2. Correspondingly, the oxygen site symmetry is d
ferent. In NpO2 below To oxygen remains tetrahedrall
2-6
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coordinated while in the ordered phase of UO2 one uranium-
oxygen bond strengthens at the expense of three others
Fig. 2.

We have considered the dependence of the scattering
plitude for different polarizations on the azimuthal anglec
and the Bragg angleQ taking into account the domain pa
tern of both symmetries.Pn3̄m and Pa3̄ produce super-
structure Bragg reflections at the same sites (h,k,l ) of the
reciprocal lattice~Tables II and III!. The relation between the
space groups is such that in RXS experiments, the (0,)
reflection ofPn3̄m behaves like the (,00) and (0,0) reflec-
tions of Pa3̄ (,52n11).

The interesting questions posed by the hidden symm

*Also at: Institute of Physical Chemistry of RAS, Leninskii pro
pect 31, 117915 Moscow, Russia.
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